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Abstract 

Schwinger terms arise in current algebras due to regularisations required 
for a consistent construction of the currents. In (l+l)-dimensions one has to 
normal order, and the resulting Schwinger term is the well-known Kac-Peterson 
cocycle. In higher dimensions, an additional wave function renormalisation 
is necessary leading to operator valued Schwinger terms. A rigorous, non-
perturbative construction of such Schwinger terms was given by Mickelsson 
and Rajeviv [Commun. Math. Phys. 116, 365 (1988)] in terms of determinant 
bundles over infinite dimensional Grassmannians. 

We present an alternative construction of this Schwinger term by means 
of quasi-free second quantization of fermions. First, we review this formal
ism and the corstr»ction of current algebras in (l-f-l)-dimensions within this 
framework: gauge transformations correspond to unitarily implementable Bo-
goliubov transformations (BTS), and the currents can be obtained from the 
implemented of these BTS. It is argued that in higher dimensions, gauge trans
formations gi /e rise to BTS which are not unitarily implementable. We propose 
an implementation of such BTS by quadratic forms which allows us to obtain 
current algebras in (3+i)-dimension9 and the Mickelsson-Rajeev Schwinger 
term in a simple and natural way. 

1 Introduction 
We consider Dirac (or Weyl) fermions in (d + l)-dimensions, coupled to a static, 
external Yang-Mi lis field .4 with & gauge group G (e.g. a compact, semi-simple Lie 
group) and g the Lie algebra of G. Space Md is assumed to be a compact ̂ riemanni an 
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spin manifold with a given spin structure, coordinates x \ and d = d,dz' the standard 
exterior derivative. Tne Yang-Mills field is a £-valueo 1-forrn on Md: A = Aidx*. 
On the one-particle level, we are given a Hubert space h = L2(Md) ® V of square 
integrable functions on Md valued in a finite-dimensionsal complex vector space V (V 
is the tensor product of the space of spinors on Md with the representation space for G 
and g) and the time evolution is generated by the usual Dirac (or Weyl) Hamiltonian 
HA which is a self-adjoint operator on h. Gauge transfo - nations are given by smooth 
maps V : Md —> G;x >-* U(x), 

HA - * UHAU-1 = HAv (1) 

with Au = UAU~l + UdU'1, and the set Map(Md; G) of all gauge transformations 
is naturally a Lie group of unitary operators on h. Its (real) Lie algebra is the set 
Map(Md\g) of bounded, self-adjoint operators corresponding to generators of gauge 
transformations, i.e. smooth maps X : Md —• £;x i-> X(x). Note that the group 
multiplication (the Lie bracket [•,•]) defined pointwise coincides with the operator 
product (the commutator) in A. 

From this one-particle formalism, a multi-particle formalism can be constructed 
by means of second quantization. Currents correspond to the generators J(X) of 
one-parameter families U(t) = eltX [X 6 Map(Md;g)] of gauge transformations on 
this second quantized level. In the "naive" quantization scheme corresponding to the 
free (Fock-Cook) representation of the fermion field algebra, these currents obey 

[J{X),J(Y)\ = J{[X,Y\), (2) 

i.e. they give a representation of the Lie algebra Map(Md;£). However, this is Lot 
the representation of interest in quantum field theory. There is no ground state in 
thjs representation, and the multi-particle Hamiltonian corresponding to HA is not 
bounded from below. 

The physically relevant multi-particle formalism can be obtained by means of 
non-trivial representations of the fermion field algebra corresponding to "filling up 
the Dirac sea". It is known that the construction of the currents ./(•) = J(-; A) within 
such representations requires some renormalisation. Due to this, the commutator 
relations of the currents are modified to 

[J(X), J(Y)} = J([X, Y}) + c(X, Y; A) (3) 

where c(X, Y; A) is the Schwinger term. 
This situation is well understood in (l-(-l)-dimensions [1,2]: The currents can 

be renormalized by means of normal ordering, and the resulting Schwinger term is 
the Kac-Peterson cocycle which can be chosen independent of the external field A: 
c(X, Y;A) — c(X, Y). The currents J(X) provide a unitary Hubert space represen
tation of a central extension of Map(Mr,g) (which is essentially an affine Kac-Moody 
algebra). In fact, there are two different (rigorous) approaches to current algebras 
in (l + l)-dimensions: One in terms of determinant bundles over infinite dimensional 
Grassmannians [1], and another one by means of quasi-free second quantization of 
fermions [2] which is closer to the quantum field theory. 
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The situation is more difficult in higher dimensions: normal ordering of the cur
rents is not. sufficient, and one has to perform an additional wave function renormal-
isation [3]. A generalisation of the Grassmanman-approach [1] to current algebras 
from (1 + 1)- to higher dimensions was developped by Mickelsson and Rajeev [3] (see 
also Ref. [4]). They obtained currents J(X) giving a representation of an abelian 
extension of Map(M1;g), and a Schwinger term c(X, Y\A) depending on the exter
nal field A in an essential way. Moreover, they tried - - without success — to find 
a Hubert space H such that the currents are generators of one-parameter families of 
unitary operators on H. Later on it was shown by Pickrell [5] that this is impossible: 
In higher dimensions, the current algebras of Mickelson and Rajeev do not allow for 
a faithful, unicary representation on a separable Hilbert space. 

In this contribution we present an alternative approach to the Mickelsson-Rajeev 
current algebras by means of quasi-free second quantization of fermions [2], In our 
opinion, rhis approach is much more tranparent (at least from a physicist's point 
of view), and it allows for a simple interpretation of "how Hilbert space is lost" in 
higher dimensions: In (l-f-l)-dimensions, the physically relevant repiesentions of the 
field algebra corresponding to different external fields A are all unitarily equivalent, 
hence all gauge transformations can be unitarily implemented. This is not the case 
in higher dimensions. The idea is to extend the Hilbert space to a bundle of Hilbert 
spaces corresponding to the inequivalent representations of the fermion field algebras 
associated with diffc,;nt external fields A. The gauge transformations can be imple
mented on this bundle in a natural way, and this gives rise to the Mickelsson-Rajeev 
cocycle. 

The plan of the contribution is as follows: In the next section we review the for
malism of quasi-free second quantization of fermions and indicate why this formalism 
is sufficient for constructing current algebras in (1 + 1)- but not in higher dimensions. 
The extension of this formalism adequate for (3+l)-dimensions is presented in sect.3, 
and sect.4 contains a few comments. 

2 Quasi-free Second Quantization 

Fermion Field Algebras and Fock Spaces 

In the spirit of the algebraic approach to quantum field theory [6], we may start with 
the fennion field algebra A{h) over h which is the (7*-algebra generated by operators 
a*(f), / 6 h. such that, the mapping / *-* a*(f) is linear and the following canonical 
anticommutator relations are fulfilled: 

W)Xg)) = o v/,jr€& (4) 

[a(f) = (a"(/))*; (-, •) denotes the scalar product in h and {•, •} the anticommutator]. 
The free representation Hi of this algebra is given on the Fock space f(h) over h in 
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terms of creation and annihilation operators o^'hf) = Yli(a^*Hf)) obeying 

ä(f)ü = 0 V /GA (5) 

where Q is the vacuum in T(h), and a'(f) — a(f)' with * denoting the Hubert space 
adjoint [7]. For all unitary operators U on h, a unique unitary operator T(U) on 
J~(h) exists such that 

r(U)a(f)r(uy = a(Uf) v / e A (6) 
and r{U)T{V) = T{UV) for all unitary operators U and V on h [7]. Hence T ( ) pro
vides a unitary representation of the Lie group Map(Md; G). The currents obeying (2) 
are then given by J(X) = (dfd(it))r(t?tX) \t_0. However, the representations Hi and 
«/(•) are not satisfactory from a physical point of view: there is no ground state due 
to the fact that the multi-particle Hamiltonian i(d/dt)T(e~,tf,A) | t = 0 is not bounded 
from below. [Mathematical speaking, the representation J(-) of Map(Md;gj is no 
heighest weight representation.] This deficiency can be remedied by introducing a 
quasi-free representation of the field algebra A{h). This gives a precise mathematical 
meaning to the idea of "filling up the Dirac sea". 

In the following, we denote as Bp(h) (p 6 W) the set of all bounded operators A 
on h obeying 

[A\, = ( t r ( ^ M ) " / 2 ) 1 / P < oo (7) 

[tr(-) is the trace in h]. Especially B^h) and f?2(A) are the trace-class and Hilbert-
Schmidt operators on h, respectively. Note that Bp(h) is an ideal (Schatten ideal) in 
the algebra of bounded operators on A, Bi(h) C B2(A) C 53(A) C • • •, and that for 
A e Bp(h), B € Bq(k), the operator AB is in Br(h) with J < 1 + -1 [3]. 

"Filling up the Dirac Sea" 

For HA the one-particle Hamiltonian, we introduce the grading operator F — sign(//yi) 
on A [with sign(x) = 1 (-1) for x > 0 (< 0)]. Then P± = §(1 ± F) are orthogonal 
projections onto the subspaces of positive/negative energy states in A. The quasi-free 
representation Up of A(h) on F(h) with Up(a^(-)) = a^(-;F) is constructed such 
that 

a(f+;F)fl = am(f-;F)SI = 0 V/± € P±h, 

i.e. that the Fock vacuum fi corresponds to the filled Dirac sea. It follows that 

ä(f-F) = ä(P+f) + ä'(Rj) V / € A (8) 

(the bar denotes complex conjugation commuting with P_) and ä*(f;F) = ä(f; F)m. 
A unitary operator U on A is called unitarily implementable in Up if there is a 

unitary operator T(U; F) of !F(h) such that 

a(Uf; F) = t{U; F)a(f; F)t(U; F)' V/ 6 A, (9) 
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and tin well-known necessary and sufficient condition for this to be the case is [(", F] 6 
B2(h) [9J. Note that CI ' and U~l are unitarily impiementable in Ilf if U and V are. 

One can easily see that this construction makes sense for any grading opera
tor F on h. However, for F = sign(f/,4), time evolution e~ , f f i*' (/ € R) is unitar-
ily implementable in Ilf, and it can be shown that the mult i-particle Hamiltonian 
\(d/dt)Y(e~,liAt: F] \ t = 0 corresponding to HA is bounded from below. Hence this is 
th'~ "right" representation of the field algebra to use, and it is determined (up to 
unitary equivalence — see below) by the given one-particle Hamiltonian. 

Let c = sign(// 0) (no external field). Obviously, any operator U = e , x for X a 
bounded, self-adjoint operator on k obeying [X,s\ 6 Bz[k) is unitarily implementable 
in IL. We denote the real Lie group [Lie algebra] of all such operators U [X] as 
G2(h;e) [<7 2(^ £)]- G2(h;c) a r>d 92(h;s) a r e normed algebras with the norm | - | 2 , 

M h = [F°AP°l + \P°_AP°\\ + \\[A,e\\2 (10) 

[PI = \(l ± e)], and g2{h:s) is the Lie algebra of G2[h;e). 
We introduce the set Gr2(h;e) of all grading operators F on h which are of the 

form U'iU for some U 6 G2{h;s). Obviously all quasi-free representations Ilf with 
F £ Gr2{h;e) are unitarily equivalent to Ylc, i.e. there is a unitary operator U(F,e) 
in J-(h) such that 

a(f;F)=U(F,e)a(f;£)U{F,s)' V/ £ h. (11) 

Moreover, F <-* Fu = U'FU provides a representation of G2(h;e) in Gi2{h;e), and 
the sets G2(h;F) [resp. g2{h\F)\ for / ' G Gr2(h;e) all coincide. 

It is easy to see from (9) that for F € Gr2{h;e), r(-;^') provides a projective 
representation of G2{h:e) with the operator product as group multiplication. How
ever, there is another group multiplication — * — «Jso making r(-; F) a projective 
representation of G2(h;e): From (8) one can deduce 

h(Uf; F) = Y{U)a(f; FU)Y(U)' V/ € h (12) 

with Fv = U'FU. Hence 

a(UVf; F) = Y(U)a(Vf; FU)Y(U)' = Y{U)Y(V; Fu)Y(U)"t{U; F) 
xa(f;F)t(U;Frr(V)t(V;Furr(Uy, 

and 

t(U; F) * V(V; F) = Y{U)Y(V; Fu)T(U)'t(lJ- F) 
= X{U,V;F)Y(UV;F) VF 6 Gr2{h;e), U,V e G2[h;e) (13) 

follows with \(- • •) some phase factor. One can easily see that * is associative, which 
is equivalent to 

X(U, V; F)\{UV, W- F) = *(V, W: Fu)x(U, VW- F) (14) 
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fcr all l:. V, W € Gi(h:e), F G Gr2(h; e). As mentioned above, T(U: F) is determined 
by (9) only up to a phase factor. We may redefine it: 

t{U;F)-+3(U;F)t(U;F) (15) 

with 3 some smooth function G2(h: F) x Gr2{h;e) - > 5 ' = {el*\if G R}. Then 

X(V,V;F) -> */?({/, V;F)x(i/ ,V':/ ' ) (16) 

with 
W , V; F ) = ß(U: F)ß(V; Fu)/ß(UV: F) (17) 

trivially obeying (14). From a mathematical point of view, eq. (14) is a cocyclt 
relation, any function \ satisfying it is a cocycle, and a cocycle of the form 83 (17) 
is a coboundary of the group G2(h; F); a cocycle is non-trivial if it is no coboundary 

[8|-
The explicit form of the operators T(U; F) was worked out by Ruijsenaars [9j. 

From his results one can deduce that the cocycle \ is non-trivial and can be choosen 
F-independent, [with t . i appropriate phase convention for the T(U: F) — see the next 
section]: 

([ • • • ] _ l (inverse) and det(- • •) (determinant) are understood as operatons in P^h). 
The currents can be defined as 

;(*;F) = ̂ lV*;F)U, (19) 

and from 

[J(X: F), j{Y; F)] = ^ j L f ( ^ ; F ) * f ( e ^ ; F)*t(e~itX; F ) * f ( e ^ " ; F) \ M 

(20) 
we obtain [note that F — F(A)} 

\J(X; F) , J(Y; F)] = J([X, Y]; F) + c(X, Y; F) (21) 

with the Schwinger term given by 

c(X,Y;F) = ^ ^ y x ( e i ' X e ' s V ' ; F ) x ( e - i ' x e - " y ; F ) x ( e ^ e " y ' e - i ' x e - i * y ; F ) | , = f = 0 . 

Using (18), a simple calculation gives 

c(X,Y;F) = ~tT([X,e}[Y,£}e) (22) 

which is obviously finite for all A", Y G g2(h;e). This is the Kac-Peterson cocycle [2]. 
We remark that for operators A G 92{h;e) of the form A — ZneN ^n/n(/n>1) 

[An real numbers and {/ n} n 6 |y| an orthonormal system in h], the currents can be 
represented as J(A;e) = : 22 n €ft A nfl*(/„;e)ä(/ n;£) : where : • • •: denotes normal 
ordering [2]. 
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Current Algebras in (d + 1 )-Dimensions 

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to Yang-Mills fields corresponding to pure gauge 
transformations: .4 = UdU~x with V = e i Y , A' £ Map{Md:g). Let e = sign(# 0) and 
F = sign(//^). Then the operators J(-; F) provide a representation of Map(Md:g) for 
every .4 if Map(Md;g) is a Lie subalgebra of g2(h:s). However, this is true only for 
d - 1 but not for d > 1: In fact, one can prove that Map(Md; g) is a Lie subalgebra 
of g2p(h.c) with 2p > d, p 6 N. where 02p(^; £) ' s t n e normed Lie algebra of all 
bounded, self-adjoint operators X on h obeying [X, e] G B2v(h) with the norm |-|2p, 

|MI| 2 p = \P»AP°\ T tP°_AP°_t + i l [ ^ £ ] b (23) 

[P± = ~(\ ± e)] [3]. The Lie group corresponding to g2p{h\e) is the normed Lie 
group C?2P(/t:c) of unitary operators V on ft obeying [U.e] £ lhp(h) with norm 
| j - | 2 p . Moreover, we introduce the set GV2p(/i;e) of all grading operators of the form 
U'sU with V E G2p(h;£) carrying a representation F •-> Fv - U'FU of G2p{h;e). 
In order to construct current algebras in {d + l)-dimensions, we must construct a 
representation of the Lie group G2p(h;e). This will be done in the next section for 
p = 2 corresponding to (3 + l)-dimensions (d — 3). 

3 Wave-function Renormalisation 
We recall some basic facts about infinite dimensional and regularized determinants 

[3]: For A a linear operator on a Hubert space h, the determinant det(l + A) exists 
if and only if 4 € B^h), and det((l + A){1 + B)) = det(l + /l)det(l + B) for all 
A.B e Bi{h). For A G B2(h), det(l + .4) and tr(4) both diverge; however, Bt{h) 
is dense in B2(h), and for any sequence {.4n} in By{h) converging to A in the ||-|2-
norm, the sequence det(l + .4 n )e~ t r | , 4 n ) = det 2(i + 4 n ) has a well-definined limit 
depending only on A — the regularized determinant det 2 ( i + ^4). Note that in this 
case det 2 ((l + i4)(l + B)) ? det 2 ( l + /l)det 2(l + B). 

The explicite form of the implementer of the Bogoliubov transformation (9) is [9] 

r(U;F) = N(U;F)E(U;F) (24) 

with .£(• • •) an operator obeying < Q,E[U;F)Q > = 1 [ < • , • > is the inner product 
in the Fock space J-(h)\ and 

det{P°U-P°_PJ!P-)\U2 

, , , . ™ f t ,n r-.r, F -n , det ( W P ? P_ 67L ) \ (25) 

some normalisation constant. Moreover, one can show that 

E[U: F) * E( V; F) = £{U, V; F)E{UV; F) (26) 

with the non-zero complex number 

£{U, V; F) = <\e\\PJ)V P_[PJJ PJJ' P-UVV P-V)-x). (27) 
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[We remark that our phase convention for the implementers differs from the one used 
in [9]; our choice gives the F-independent cocycie \ (18).] One can show explicitely 
that the determinants in (25) and (27) all exist for U, V G G2(h:s), i.e. that they 
are of the form det(A) with (.4 - 1) G B^P^h). However, for U,V G G4{h:e) these 
operators A obey (A — 1) G B2(P^h) and the numbers in (25) and (27) diverge. 

The essential point is that the operator E(U; F) exists not only for U G G2(h;£), 
but it can be defined in the sense of quadratic forms whenever [U,e] is a compact 
operator [this observation is due to Ruijsenaars [10] (p345 /, see also nis recent paper 
[11])] and especially for U 6 G4(h;£). Hence the non-ezistence of the implementers 
t{U; F) and t(V; F) and their product t{U; F)*t(V; F) for U, V G G4(h; F) is only 
due to the non-existence of the normalisation constants (25) and (27). As Gi(h;e) is 
dense in G4(h;s), we may try to regularize the implementers: f(£/;F) —> l'4(U;F), 
and the group product: • —* • in (9) by replacing the determinants det(- • •) in (25) 
and (27) by regularized determinants det2(- • •)• Hence 

1\(U; F) = N4(U; F)E(U; F) = ß?(U; F)t(U; F) (28) 

with 3? = N4/N. 

exists as quadratic form in Fock space f(k) for all U G G4(i.,:) and F G Gr4(h;e), 
i.e. the expressions 

< Q, t4(U: F)<p > (30) 

have a well-defined meaning for i\> and ~p in a certain dense subset of P(h). However, 
in the case of £ (27) we can not simply replace det(- • •) by deta(- • •) as the resulting 
regularized product, • has to be associative. In fact, we must find a function ß4 : 
G2{h;e) x Gr2(h;e) —• C x such that 

£4{U, V; F) = 63*4(U, V; F)£(U, V; F) = 

r 4 (l / , V; F)det2{P-UVP.[P.UP.U'P.UVU'PJJ]-1) (31) 

with r4(U,V;F) a complex number finite and non-zero for all U,V G G4(h;e) and 
F€Gr 4 (A;£ ) [«c f . (17)]. 

One can show by a straightforward calculation that for 

#,((/; F) = expUt{P°FPlUP°U'P°_ - P°_VP°_UmP°+FP°_) (32) 

the regularized cocycie 

X4(V, V; F) = bß4(U, V; F)M V; F) (33) 

is finite for all U, V G G 4(A;e) and F G Gr4{h;e). Hence ß*4 = ß</ß?. Then 

V4(U: F)*t4(V; F) = *4(tf, V; F)t4(UV; F) (34) 
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results with • associative as \ 4 (33) obviously satisfies the cocycle relation (14). 
We note that for U, V £ G 2(/i; e). both factors on the r.h.s. of (33) are finite, and 

X and \4 are equal up to a coboundary; however, for l',V € G4(h;s), both factors 
on the r.h.s. of (33) diverge (do not exist) and only their product is finite. Moreover, 
one can easily show that \ 4 is a non-trivial cocycle for G 4(/i;£), i.e. that one can not 
choose a normalisation of the implementers and the group multiplication which gets 
rid of this cocycle. 

From this, a representation of g4(h;£) by currents 

MX;F)=^r)UeitX:F)\t=0 (35) 

can be obtained as in eq. (20): With 

M A' ; F) = d W ? 4 ( e " A : F ) l t=0 = ~ k t T { [ X ' S ] [ F , e ] ) ( 3 6 ) 

and simple calculations, we obtain relations similar to (21) , with J replaced by J4 

and c(X, V; F) by 

c4(X, Y; F) = c(X; Y; F) - 6b4(V. V; F) = gtr([fX ej, [V, £}]{s - F)) (37) 

where 
6b4(X, Y; F) = bA{[X, Y]; F) + 6Yb4(X; F) - 6xb4(Y; F) 

and Sxb4(Y;F) = (d/d(\t))b4(Y;e'tX Fe.-"*) j ; = 0 . This is the Mickelsson-Rajeev co-
cycle [3] [it is easily seen that --- in cor.'.rast to (22) — it, is finite for all X, Y E g4(h; e), 
F £ Gr4(h;e)}. Note that the Lie bracket [•, •] is no longer just the commutator but 
some regularized version thereof. Moreover, the Lie bracket of a current with the 
Schwinger term is not zero 

[J4(X:F),c4(Y:Z;F)} = 6xc(Y,Z;F) 

for all X, V, Z € g4(h; e). (For a discussion of this Schwinger term and its relation to 
Faddeev's operator anomaly of the Gauss law [8] we refer to Ref. [3].) 

4 Some Comments 
As mentioned above, the implementers T(-;F) for each F 6 Gr2(h;e) provide a 
unitary representation of a central extension of the Lie group G2(h;e) on the Hilbert 
space P{h) with the operator product as group multiplication. For an interpretation 
of the group multiplication • (13), it is more natural to distinguish the Hilbert spaces 
Tifr [each HF a copy of ?(h)] corresponding to different quasi-free representations 
rif [F 6 GTt{h\F)], and to consider the implementer T(U;F) as map from HF to 
Tif-u [cf. also eq. (12)]. From this point of view, f is a representation of a central 
extension of G 2(/?;i) on the fiber bundle with Gr2(h;e) as base space and fibers F{h). 
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However, this bundle is trival ir. the sense that all quasi-free representations ITf for 
F £ Gr-z(h;e) are unitarily equivalent [this corresponds to the fact that the cocycle 
X (18) is F-indepeident], and 

t(U;F)*r{V;F) = 1,(U,V;F)t(U;F)t(V;F) 

with n : G2(h;e) x G2(h;e) x Gr2{h;e) —» Sl some function relating the two group 
multiplications. 

t 4 and eq. (34) can be interpreted as representation of an abelian extension of the 
Lie group G4{h\ e) on a similar fiber bundle with base space Gr4(h; e), but this Hubert 
space bundle is non-trival as the quasi-free representations n^- for F € Gr4(h;s) are 
not unitarily equivalent. Hence it is natural to think of T4(U; F) as intertwiner of 
the unitarily inequivalent quasi-free representations I I F and Upu, and to interpret 
the expression (30) as proportional to a transition amplitude between the vectors 
V? G %F and V £ Hpv. Similarly the currents J4 represent an abelian extension of 
the Lie algebra Map(M3;a) C y 4(A;e) on this non-trivial Hilbert space bundle. 

In our opinion, our construction gives a precise, non-perturbative meaning to 
"wave-function renormalisation" in the context of external field problems. One can 
speculate that also in more general (non-linear) field theory models, renormalisation 
in Hilbert space might be equivalent to a well-definied calculus on some Hubert space 
bundle. 

In this contribution we restricted ourselves to (3 + l)-dimensions; the generalisa
tion of our considerations to arbitrary dimensions is straightforward [the only problem 
is to find the functions ß2p generalising ß4 (32)]. 

A more detailed version of this work will be published elsewhere [12]. 
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